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Deliverable D2.4: Industrial Liaison Office 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Purpose of the document 

The purpose of this document is to identify the specification of an Industrial Liaison Office and describe 
how they would be implemented for the NFFA Centres. 

1.2. Application Area 

The targets of this document are the members of the NFFA Project, the EC Project Officers, and the 
general public. 

1.3. References 

Description of Work (DoW). See at web site: 
http://www.nffa.eu/UserFiles/file/Annex_I_DoW.pdf 

1.3.1. Objective of Work Package 2 

 Survey and analysis of LSF Users 

 Explore the range and size of the general nanoscience community benefiting from NFFA-RI 

 Define the Science Programme of NFFA-RI and its implementation schedule 

1.3.2. Description of work broken down into tasks 

The following tasks are defined in WP2: 
T2.1) The detailed analysis of nanoscience users needs in the perspective of the next 10 years will be 

carried out by the proponent participants. All participants will compare their medium term plans and those 
of other European institutions in the field in order to understand the patterns of investment in nanoscience 
and the way NFFA can intervene. 

T2.1.1) A survey of established collaborating groups operating at LSFs will provide a complete map of 
the existing distribution of competences in nanoscience that already operate synergies with LSFs and the 
pattern of specialized centres that can emerge from it. 

T2.1.2) A survey of nanoscience activities that are NOT involved with LSFs but would benefit from NFFA 
either becoming users of NFFA and LSFs, or becoming users of the NFFA repository of data and standards. 

T2.2) Definition of a science program for NFFA-RI which will be composed of two synergic activities: 
the in-house research projects under the responsibility of NFFA-RI staff and associated scientists and the 
users’ scientific projects. 

T2.3) Definition of a roadmap for the construction of NFFA (localization of potential sites, definition of 
a time scale for construction  phasing). 

T2.4) Set up an Industrial Liaison Office to manage economical and R&D relations with external 
companies. Public and private/public projects will be considered taking into account procedures for 
intellectual property protection. 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The NFFA-RI will work mostly with open access for non proprietary research in their 
nanoscience/nanotechnology activity. However, there will be time available for industrial research (as 
proprietary research) and arrangements have been formulated in the Design Study. Feedback from the 1st 
NFFA Workshop, Trieste 15th June 2009 and the ERF conference, Lund, 27th October 2009 gave some 

http://www.nffa.eu/UserFiles/file/Annex_I_DoW.pdf
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direction which Technical Liaison and Industrial Liaison should take, respectively. The original concept of 
Technical Liaison came from the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) in the USA. Discussions with the 
Industrial Liaison Office Manager, Diamond Light Source Ltd. indicated how their office operated and 
highlighted the important issues such as intellectual property, contracts, etc. 

Industrial Liaison Offices (ILOs) will be set-up in each NFFA Centre and these will act as the initial point 
of contact for industrial companies and provide help and assistance, as required. Once the initial 
introductions and other formalities have taken place, the technical-scientific support to industrial users will 
be provided mainly by the Technical Liaison, with the role of ILO being to accept the initial request and to 
deal with legal and economic issues leading to the eventual contracts, including intellectual property (IPR) 
issues. ILO will follow, control and coordinate IPR issues through the NFFA Centre, guaranteeing the proper 
(requested/contracted) quality level. 

For quick turn-round jobs, using standardised processes, a Service Desk (charging a standardised, 
NFFA-wide fee) will be implemented. It will be managed at a local level but remain part of a NFFA-wide 
distributed infrastructure. Coordination and interfacing between the users and the NFFA data repository 
will also be required. 

Industrial Users are likely to be more demanding in terms of formal operating procedures and so the 
ILO may also be appointed to set up quality standard for the management of customer commitments (ISO 
9000-9001 standard).  

In addition to the above, the Industrial Liaison Offices will also be responsible for the marketing and 
outreach functions and this will extend for both all Users. Aspects covered here may include: 

 Media   – radio, TV, press 

 Web information – internal and external pages 

 Special events  – conferences, workshops 

 Outreach  – information to schools, colleges,  general public 

 Display area  – posters, samples, guided tours 

Depending upon the target audience, some of these may be addressed centrally, at the NFFA 
Headquarters, whilst other aspects will be covered locally. 

Aspects such as contracts, intellectual property, cost models, customer support, marketing, operating 
standards and overall NFFA Technical Liaison have been considered. 

3. RATIONALE FOR INDUSTRIAL LIAISON OFFICES 

3.1. Background 

As pointed out in the definition of the NFFA mission (D 4.1) NFFA-RI is a science centre open to access 
of public and private institutions mainly on the basis of a merit competition. In principle there is no 
distinction between industrial/private users and academic/public users, the only distinction being between 
non-proprietary and proprietary research. However, particular attention has to be given to two general 
cases, regardless of the user typology: 

1. inexperienced users, that, although proposing a novel idea well commensurate with the NFFA 

mission, need to be supported even in setting up the proposal and in defining a proper work-plan 

2. users that, following a proprietary research access, needs adequate IPR management. 

In many cases industrial users can be expected to fulfil both of these aspects as it seems likely they will 
submit ideas where they need substantial scientific support and at the same time they will want to keep 
the intellectual property. The interdisciplinary character of the NFFA-RI will make access possible for many 
users with main competences which do not in full overlap with the core competences of the NFFA facilities 
(nanofabrication and fine analysis). Therefore there will be a need to take into account substantial scientific 
support for inexperienced public/academic users as well as industrial/private users. In order to avoid 
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duplications, the ILO must therefore be designed to take into account services which are already available 
for general users and which have to be thus easily translated for industrial users. 

The next point concerns the analysis of the NFFA industrial stakeholders and the way they eventually 
interact with a pan-European distributed infrastructure such as NFFA.A path, originally described in D 1.7, 
aimed to inform the industrial community of the NFFA initiative and subsequently amended to also obtain 
information of industrial needs, has been fundamental to the NFFA design study. In particular, for large 
groups such as TOTAL1, some important points concerning industrial involvement in a European 
infrastructure emerged: 

 industry is willing to pay full operational cost in industrially relevant cases, but not for public 
investments in the RIs 

 industrial operational participation should not exceed more than about 15%: the reasons coming 
from an RI management point of view and because the RI may lose scientific excellence 

 concerning confidentiality and IPR, the non-disclosure agreements (NDA) is mandatory and 
sometimes sufficient for collaboration 

 for academic-type, that is non-proprietary research, only a delay of publication (typically 3months) 
to investigate IPR issues is advisable: industrial partners are keen on getting patents and are 
typically ready to defend ownership 

 time-to-market is critical in determining the course of actions: when time to market is extremely 
short or data could be critical, research is preferentially carried out using own resources; in any case 
big companies are able to coordinate own research projects. 

If large groups are ready to effectively interact with an international research institution, in terms of 
competences and capability to deal with IPR issues, slightly different points of view and different aspects 
come into play compared with an SME, which are: 

 public financial support is welcome to sustain operational cost 

 IPR issues can be less rigid and pointing to share IPR and also efforts in the eventual patenting path 

 the company-research institution interaction has a quite local character: language, “physically” tight 
customer care mainly aimed at understanding the research infrastructure in terms of capability and 
the SME in terms of innovation needs; from this it can be seen that many SME-research institution 
interactions result in close proximity locations.  

In summary, for an industrial user to access an NFFA Centre and then its associated Large Scale 
Facilities (LSFs) such as synchrotron radiation sources, neutron scattering sources and high power lasers 
could be a daunting procedure. Fabrication requirements, beamtime, scheduling and many other aspects 
have to be carefully considered. NFFA Centres should each have staff within an Industrial Liaison Office 
(ILO) to aid the industrial user in these deliberations. 

A number of these industrial users are likely to be inexperienced in nanofabrication and/or LSF use and 
will require additional coaching or advice. This could include support in setting-up proposals, consultancies, 
problem-solving requests, patent proposals, scheduling for block-access to the LSF. 

In addition, there will be important issues concerning intellectual property rights (IPR) of the industrial 
companies as well as the licensing of NFFA protocols and products by these users and any spin-out 
companies which may be created. 

Finally, the ILO will need to carry out marketing on behalf of the Centre in order to attract new 
customers. 

3.2. The ILO mission 

The mission of each ILO is to foster, manage and add value to the above mentioned requirements. In 
particular: 

 act as the initial point of contact for industrial companies and provide help and assistance 

 the technical-scientific support to all users will be provided mainly by the Technical Liaison and the 
ILO will take care on NDA and confidentiality among industrial users and NFFA staff 
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 to deal with legal and economic issues leading to the eventual contracts for both proprietary 
research access, desk-service, NFFA products 

 to deal with intellectual property issues, including supporting NFFA staff in patenting issues 

 scouting of potential patentable results inside the NFFA activities 

 marketing in order to attract new customers, promotion for new collaborations and dissemination 
for enhancing societal impact 

 provide statistics and analysis of industrial access 
The ILOs will follow the NFFA-RI structure in their mode of operation and will therefore be managed at 

the local level, but take into consideration the capabilities at their sister offices across the distributed 
infrastructure. 

3.3 Contractual 

To ensure the integrity of the NFFA Centres and retain the confidence of the customers it is essential 
that well-written contracts are entered into. This will ensure that: 

 The customer knows what he/she needs to supply to the NFFA Centre (e.g. specifications, data, 
materials, health and safety information regarding the materials, etc.) 

 The NFFA Centre knows what it should deliver to the customer. 

 How the work will be carried out (e.g. by the customer working in the NFFA Centre, or by NFFA 
Centre staff) 

 Timescales are established 

 Both parties know who owns what Intellectual Property (IP). 

 The IP is held securely, to agreed standards. 

 The NFFA Centre is aware what data may be retained (and possibly placed on the Data Repository) 
and what data must be handed to the customer. 

 The customer knows the price of the requested work. 

3.3.1. Cost Model 

An important aspect will be to be able to present the industrial user with an accurate cost for the work 
required. Therefore an easy-to-use, transparent cost model must be established. Many parts of this will be 
local to the NFFA Centre in question but other parts may cover the whole NFFA distributed infrastructure. 
To enable the customer to decide on a go or no-go, quotations should be provided as soon as is practicable. 

3.3.2. User working area and proprietary data 

As any user, whilst working at the NFFA Centre, the industrial users would be provided with temporary 
office space and laboratory work space, if required. Any proprietary data or information relevant to the 
project, requiring storage at the NFFA Centre, would be kept securely. For example, electronic data could 
be on a secure area of a computer hard drive. Physical items such as printed documents or personal 
computers could be placed in a secure location (e.g. safe). 

3.4. Marketing and outreach 

In order to market the NFFA Centres to the outside world and engage with the industrial science 
community, and attract more and new customers, the ILOs should look for recognised people to participate 
to the Local Advisory Committees (LACs). Setting-up NFFA nanoscience industrial meetings, inviting people 
from industries and “industrial associations” within its own country, would also be helpful. They should also 
consider including technical and engineer professionals of the nearby universities, which will further 
encourage industrial/academic interactions. 

As a result of such an activity ILO should provide useful information to the LAC in order to:  

 Inform and advise the Director of the NFFA Centre on opportunities for industry to be engaged in 
research at the Centre, and the best methods for promoting these opportunities. 
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 Identify industrial research priorities that will help shape the strategy of the Centre. This would 
include the best way to utilise the current suite of tools at the Centre and to develop business cases 
for future investment in the Centre. 

 Advise on best practise for industrial engagement with the NFFA Centre, which is to include the 
nature of the research, in line with opportunities identified above. 

 Carry out any other work as agreed with the Director of the Centre and the NFFA-TL. 

The ILO would also have dedicated web pages on the NFFA Centre web site. This would carry 
information industrial companies would find useful, ranging from services, state of the art technologies, 
metrology and protocols standards available at the NFFA Centre, to general marketing messages, contacts, 
FAQs, etc.  

3.5. Quality standard 

Wherever possible the ILOs should adopt ISO-9001, and at least follow ISO-9000, in order to make 
services more reliable. To ensure and maintain standardised quality of services as well as a standardised 
format of data input with no conflicts. Specific format requests for data input to the repository will be via 
the NFFA-TL. 

4. SET-UP AND OPERATION 

4.1. Local Industrial Liaison Offices 

As described above, each NFFA Centre would have its own ILO, which would be managed locally. The 
ILO staff would have at least a full-time position acting as the reference person. Additional temporary 
members may be added as required from the Centre’s technical staff according to the level of industrial 
projects. The LAC should include members invited from industries based in the country of the NFFA Centre. 
Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement. 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. Organisational arrangement of a typical Industrial Liaison Office at an NFFA Centre. At least one position is 
permanent and temporary staff are taken from within NFFA Centre as required. 
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4.2 The role of the Technical Liaison 

NFFA Centres will be characterized by a heterogeneous set of competences, spanning from synthesis, 
fabrication and manipulation to microscopy, fine analysis and atomic scale characterization. Detailed 
technical and scientific competences cannot be therefore all in charge to the ILO, avoiding at the same time 
an oversize of the ILO itself and duplication of competences. It is therefore established that technical and 
scientific competences to all users, including industrial users, are provided by the NFFA Technical Liaison 
(NFFA-TL), as it is defined in Annex 1 of Deliverable 4.3. NFFA-TL being constituted by facility research staff 
running the facilities and being in charge to maintain the common platform of metrology and protocol 
standards, is the best suited staff to provide their competences for supporting inexperienced users and for 
carrying out the Service Desk operations. ILO will  act as the initial point of contact for industrial companies 
and provide help and assistance, as required. Once the initial introductions and other formalities have 
taken place, the technical-scientific support to industrial users will be provided mainly by the TL, with the 
role of ILO being to accept the initial request and to deal with legal and economic issues leading to the 
eventual contracts, including intellectual property issues. 

On the other hand, all interactions between NFFA-TL and industry (including services and scientific 
collaborations) will be filed and made available to the ILO in order that there is a complete overview, 
allowing presentations of the overall performance to stakeholders. 

4.2.1. Service Desk 

A Service Desk will be set-up to provide support for quick characterisations by means of well-
established, common metrology available at the NFFA Centres as well as rapid fabrication or synthesis, 
again by well-established, standard processes and protocols. The Service Desk would be available to both 
academic and industrial customers – industrial use is described here. These procedures are intended to 
require a few hours only and easily carried out by NFFA technicians. 

Each Service Desk will be managed locally by the NFFA-TL of each NFFA Centre, to avoid customers 
unnecessarily moving around various NFFA Centres.  The Service Desk will generally work to a fee 
standardised across the several NFFA Centres. 

In such a case the role of the ILO is to accept Service-Desk requests, to check for the approval by the 
NFFA-Centre management, to set up contracts and to control the final quality and, eventually, to provide 
post-service customer care.  

4.2.2. Customer Support 

Many industrial customers are likely to be inexperienced and particular attention will have to be paid 
to supporting these users. This may require additional coaching or advice and could include aspects such as 
training of the users, guiding them through setting-up of proposals, carrying out the research and 
encouraging small groups and small enterprises (e.g. spin-out companies) to find promising collaborations 
within the user communities of the NFFA Centres. 

Some of the initial enquiries from industrial customers will be answered via dedicated ILO web pages 
Full technical and scientific competence will be subsequently provided by the NFFA-TL and the role of 

ILO will be, after guiding the initial step, to control IP requirements for industrial users and proprietary 
research in general, and management quality. 

4.3. IPR and patenting 

ILO staff would need professional skill for dealing with IPR legal aspects and patenting formal issues, 
such as priority art search, estimation of the clearance of new results (indicating markets where results 
would not be inhibited by already existing IPR), a well suited portfolio of mandatory agents for patent 
submission, etc. All of these expertises require professionally trained people and setting-up. However, the 
skills are already established in the institutions of the representative entities participating in the NFFA ERIC 
consortium. For this reason, especially for the tricky issues concerning patent proposals and management, 
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the support of legal competences by these other institutions achieved by ad hoc sharing-agreements is 
advised. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Industrial Liaison Offices at the NFFA distributed Research Infrastructure have been described. Each 
NFFA Centre will have an ILO and Service Desk which will be managed locally, but be part of the distributed 
infrastructure. ILOs will act as the initial point of contact for industrial companies and provide help and 
assistance, as required. Afterward technical and scientific competences will be supplied, as is the case for 
all the users, by the NFFA-TL, ILO being still in charge to deal with contracting, IPR, quality control and 
customer care issues, that is concerning mainly legal and administrative aspects. 

A typical sequence for an industrial access could then be: 

 ILO dissemination and promotion for attracting new industrial users, following for instance LAC 
indications 

 Industry approaching ILO via web pages publications and forms 

 ILO get industry idea and translate it into rough technical specifications as input for the NFFA-TL 

 NFFA-TL (central level) technical feasibility evaluation 

 ILO start contracting, including IPR issues 

 NFFA-TL (local level) support industry to apply for a proposal 

 Panel Evaluation for non proprietary research or scheduling access at local or distributed level 
(depending upon technical specifications) for proprietary research 

 Access - most likely to be hands-off mode for inexperienced users, even when the user is present. 

 ILO control of confidentiality (NDAs with staff involved) and quality management. 

 Post access customer care by ILO (e.g. IPR issues on Data Repository) 

The industrial involvement has been thus described and will operate at various levels; locally as part of 
its NFFA Centre and EU-wide, as a part of the NFFA distributed research infrastructure. 
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